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Abstract Investigating the mechanism of multi-

walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) in the early

cement hydration enables better utilization of the

potential of MWCNT as reinforcing agents in cement

composites. The interaction of MWCNT with ions and

its effect on cement hydration were investigated. Zeta

potential measurement was intended to discuss the

interaction of the MWCNT surface with Ca2?. Then,

the formation processes of C–S–H were observed with

a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The influence

of MWCNT on the early cement hydration was

investigated using isothermal calorimetry. The results

showed that MWCNT significantly accelerates early

cement hydration. It is likely attributed to its high

surface area and strong adsorption for Ca2?, which

greatly promotes the migration of ions, especially

Ca2?, and thus the precipitation of ions on the cement

surface. This facilitates the C–S–H nucleation and

growth process, thus the cement hydration. These

results also indicated that the MWCNT would not

provide a stable nucleation site for C–S–H, since the

size of MWCNT is less than that of C–S–H.

Keywords MWCNT � Cement paste � Hydration �
C–S–H � Nucleation � Calcium ion

1 Introduction

With the progress of nanotechnology, many studies

[4, 18, 34, 44] were carried out on the use of

nanomaterials in cement-based materials, e.g., gra-

phene, graphene oxide, multi-walled carbon nanotube

(MWCNT), nano-silica, nano-TiO2. MWCNT

showed great potential as a reinforcing additive for

cement-based materials due to its high modulus of

elasticity, high tensile strength, and prime conductiv-

ity [36]. Reinforcement of cement-based materials

with MWCNT can provide a new pathway for

improving the properties (e.g., mechanical properties,

electromagnetic properties, and durability) of building

materials, and thus the engineering structures.

Many studies [3, 11, 39] have shown that MWCNT

can increase the strength, toughness, and permeability

resistance of cement-based materials. Calixto et al.

[37] found that 0.15wt% MWCNT increased the

compressive strength of the cement paste by 28%.

Mahdi et al. [17] found that incorporation of carboxyl-

functionalized MWCNT into cement mortars

increased the compressive strength by 39%. An
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increase in electrical conductivity was also reported in

cement paste containing MWCNT [1, 2, 22]. Maria

et al. [8, 12] reported that MWCNT can reduce the

capillary stress of cement paste and improve its

durability. Li et al. [43] showed that the addition of

0.10wt% of MWCNT enhanced the average initial

cracking fracture toughness by about 21%.

The macroscopic properties of cement-based mate-

rials are determined by their microscopic characteris-

tics. Many studies [9, 10, 33] have concluded that

MWCNT-modified cement-based materials have

lower porosity and denser microstructure due to the

promotion of hydration products by MWCNT. As the

main hydration product, C-S–H plays an important

role in the microscopic properties of cement-based

materials [29]. However, few studies of the effect of

MWCNT on C-S–H have been reported. Wang et al.

[42] showed that the addition of MWCNT results in

the decrease of Ca(OH)2 and hydration promotion. In

addition, MWCNT enhanced the chemical bond

strength of the groups between Ca, O, and Si atoms

in the C–S–H gels, thus contributing to the degree of

polymerization. Makar et al. [16] also reported that

single-walled carbon nanotubes promote the genera-

tion of C–S–H and that these C–S–H are preferentially

generated around single-walled carbon nanotubes.

Petrunin et al. [31] suggested that the oxygen-

containing functional groups of MWCNT caused the

increase of the concentration of C–S–H from 65.9% to

74.4%. Li et al. [15] demonstrated that the addition of

0.1% functionalized MWCNT led to a finer C–S–H

and a more compact microstructure. These studies

attribute the promotion of the cement hydration

process to the ’nucleation effect’ of MWCNT. Con-

versely, some researchers [5, 14, 35, 38] affirmed that

MWCNT has no ‘nucleation effect’. Therefore, the

mechanism of the effect of MWCNT on the early

cement hydration needs to be further verified.

The nucleation and growth of C–S–H play a key

role in the early cement hydration [6]. Two processes

of the formation of C–S–H have generally been

known: the nucleation process and the nucleation

growth process [7]. In the pore solution of cement

paste, ions are always in a constant state of motion.

These ions are adsorbed to form ion clusters on the

matrix surface. There are interaction forces between

ion clusters and ions. When the ion concentration is

saturated, these clusters become large and then form

nuclei, which gradually enter the growth process. Our

previous studies [19] have found that graphene and

graphene oxide promotes the nucleation and growth of

C–S–H by affecting the migration of ions (especially

Ca2?) in cement solutions. MWCNT, which has

excellent electrical conductivity, can accelerate the

migration of ions in the solution [28]. It is necessary to

study the effect of MWCNT interaction with ions on

cement hydration. The effect of MWCNT on cement

hydration is analyzed from the perspective of ionic

interaction, which provides a deep understanding of

the action of MWCNT in the nucleation and growth

process of C–S–H.

Ca2? is closely related to the kinetic, morpholog-

ical, and structural characteristics of C–S–H [6]. For

this research, the interaction of MWCNT with Ca2?

was characterized and the nucleation and growth

processes of C–S–H on the cement surface were

observed by SEM. Then, isothermal calorimetry was

applied to provide some information about hydration

kinetics up to 24 h after mixing. Based on these tests,

the mechanism of the effect of MWCNT on the early

cement hydration was discussed.

2 Materials

2.1 Materials and mixture

In this study, the cement used was Portland cement

type I and the chemical compositions obtained by

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis are listed in

Table 1. The specific physical parameters of MWCNT

are demonstrated in Table 2. The morphology of

MWCNT was observed by SEM, as presented in

Fig. 1. The mixing proportions are reported in Table 3.

Two series of samples were prepared and named PC

and CC. PC was a cement paste without MWCNT. CC

was a cement paste with MWCNT. The content of

MWCNT was 0.4% by weight of cement.

2.2 Sample preparation

The fresh paste was prepared as following processes:

First, MWCNT and water were mixed to get a

stable MWCNT suspension. The MWCNT suspension

was sonicated for 15 min using an ultrasonic meter.

Then, adding cement into the MWCNT suspension

and stirred for 1 min at low speed and 1 min at high

speed. Afterward, the samples were cured at a
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temperature of 20 ± 1 �C n 99% relative humidity for

specific times (15 min, 1, 4, and 7 h). When reaching

requires hydration time, about 1 g of the sample was

terminated hydration by immersion in anhydrous

alcohol. Finally, the specimens were stored in a

vacuum desiccator until used.

2.3 Zeta potential test

The surface charge properties of the particle can be

characterized by a zeta potential test [24]. Figure 2

shows the schematic of the zeta potential test. Charged

particles were attracted to counter-ions in solution.

These anti-number ions form a two-electron layer

structure: the stern layer and the diffuse layer [32].

Within the diffusion layer, there was a shear plane and

the zeta potential refers to the potential at the position

of the shear plane, which reflects the interactions of

ions with the surface. These interactions on the

particle surface affect the process of heterogeneous

nucleation and growth of mineral phases on its surface

[7].

Zeta potential was tested by Malvern Zetasizer

Nano from Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK. Zeta

potential reflects the interaction of Ca2? with the

particle, which significantly affects the nucleation and

growth of hydration products [24]. The zeta potential

was measured by suspending MWCNT particles in

simulated solutions with different concentrations of

Table 1 Chemical compositions of cement (wt%)

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3 MgO K2O TiO2 P2O5 Na2O

63.29 21.32 5.46 3.46 2.31 1.79 0.632 0.513 0.342 0.287

Table 2 Physical parameters of MWCNT

Purity

wt%

Inner diameter

nm

Outer diameter

nm

Length

lm

Specific surface area

m2/g

Density

g/cm3
Resistivity

lXm

[ 95 3–5 8–15 3–12 [ 233 0.15 1412

Fig. 1 SEM image of MWCNT (a) and local enlarged (b)

Table 3 Mix compositions of cement pastes

Name Cement (wt%) MWCNT (wt%) w/b

PC 100 0 0.4

CC 100 0.4 0.4
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Ca(OH)2 (0.2–20 mmol/L). The final value is an

average of three measured values. The details of the

zeta potential test can be found in the reference [26].

2.4 SEM

The investigation of the morphology of hydration

products was carried out using a Phenom ProX

electron microscope. The acceleration voltage value

was set as 15 kV and a secondary electron (SED)

model was selected. The samples were coated with

gold before the SEM observations. The details of the

SEM test can be found in the reference [27]

2.5 Isothermal calorimetry

The date on cement hydration exothermic rate was

obtained by a TAM Air isothermal calorimeter. All

material was placed in advance at a temperature of

20 ± 1 �C for 12 h. The MWCNT was sonicated for

15 min using the ultrasonic cleaner. After equilibrat-

ing the MWCNT suspension to 20 ± 1 �C, mixing

was performed manually for 90 s before sealing the

ampoules. The samples were measured in 3 sets for

24 h. The reported data were taken from the average of

three replicate specimens.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Zeta potential

Figure 3 shows the results provided by the experi-

ments on zeta potential measurement. The zeta

potentials of limestone powder (LP) and quartz

powder (QP) measured by Ouyang et al. [24], and

C–S–H tested by Nachbaur [21] and Helene et al. [41]

were used for comparison. The increase of the zeta

potential is attributed to more Ca2? ions adsorbed on

the filler particles’ surface with increasing Ca2?

concentration. QP and C-S–H particles have a parallel

iso-electric point (IEP) at Ca2? concentrations of

around 2 mmol/L. LP particles reached the IEP at

Ca2? concentrations of approximately 0.4 mmol/L. It

indicates the LP particle has a stronger affinity for

Ca2? than the QP and C–S–H particle surfaces.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the electrical double layer and zeta potential [24]

Fig. 3 Development of zeta potential of MWCNT particles in

Ca(OH)2 solution
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For MWCNT particles, the zeta potential is -

16.53 mV at 0.2 mmol/L. Upon the increase of the

Ca2? concentration, the absolute value of the zeta

potential decreases due to more Ca2? adsorption on

the particle’s surface. MWCNT particles reach IEP at

about 0.9 mmol/L. Then, the high Ca2? concentration

exhibited higher zeta potential values up to 6 mmol/L.

The maximum zeta potential value (32.2 mV)

occurred at 10 mmol/L. The MWCNT potential shows

an abnormal decrease at the solution concentration of

15 to 20 mmol/L. This was due to the high Ca(OH)2

concentration, leading to the very high conductivity of

the solution. As can be observed, MWCNT has more

positive zeta potential than QP and C-S–H particles.

These results presented point to the fact that the

MWCNT has a strong interaction with Ca2? in cement

paste.

3.2 Morphology of hydrates

Figure 4. demonstrates the morphology of hydrates on

the cement particles surface in PC and CC paste at

15 min, 1, 4, and 7 h. Figure 4a and b (local enlarged

image) show the cement particles’ surface in PC paste

at 15 min. It can be seen that many granular

substances with diameters around 20 nm can be found

at the cement surface in PC paste. These substances

are likely to be C-S–H nuclei. The morphology of

cement surface in CC paste at 15 min is given in

Fig. 4c and d (local enlarged image). The granular

substances with diameters around 60 nm can be

observed at the cement surface in CC paste. The

C-S–H particles in CC paste are much larger than

those in PC paste. This indicates that the growth of

C-S–H is faster in CC paste.

Besides, random MWCNT particles are found on

the cement surface in CC paste (Fig. 4d). The diameter

of MWCNT is 8–15 nm. The typical diameter of C-S–

H particles is 60 nm 9 30 nm 9 5 nm [23]. In this

study, the diameter of MWCNT is smaller than that of

C-S–H grains. Meanwhile, no obvious hydration

products were found on the surface of MWCNT. It is

believed that MWCNT may not be nucleation sites for

cement hydration. With a much smaller size, MWCNT

cannot offer stable sites for C-S–H nucleation and

growth. This will be discussed in more detail in

Sect. 3.4.

Figure 4e and f (local enlarged image) demonstrate

the morphology of the cement particles in PC paste at

1 h. Granular C–S–H was randomly distributed on the

cement particles surface in PC paste with diameters

around 20–50 nm. The cement particles surface in CC

paste was uniformly covered by the bar-shaped C–S–

H with a length of about 130 nm, as shown in Fig. 4g

and h (local enlarged image). The C–S–H on cement

surface in CC paste has a higher number and larger

diameter than that in CC paste.

Figure 4i and j (local enlarged image) illustrate the

morphology of cement surface in PC paste at 4 h. It

can be seen that the C-S–H is granular and bar-shaped

with diameters of about 20–50 nm and bar lengths of

about 90 nm. The cement particles surface in PC paste

is shown in Fig. 4k and l (partially enlarged images).

As can be observed, C–S–H is bar-shaped and

overlapped, forming a three-dimensional structure.

Figure 4n and m (local enlarged image) demon-

strate the morphology of cement surface in PC paste at

7 h. As can be seen, C–S–H is striped and has a length

of about 130 nm. A three-dimensional structure was

formed with a large number of granular C–S–H.

Whereas, the number of C-S–H grains is much higher

than that in PC paste, as shown in Fig. 4o and p

(partially enlarged image).

3.3 Cement hydration heat calorimetry analysis

Figure 5a demonstrates the heat flow results, describ-

ing the net hydration reaction kinetics of the cement

for the first 24 h. Both CC paste and PC paste enter the

acceleration phase at approximately 0.40 h. The peak

of PC paste appears at 7.81 h. The MWCNT modified

cement paste shows a shorter time (7.25 h) to arrive at

the peak with a higher accelerating rate and heat flow.

The time to reach the peak for CC paste is 7.2% less

than that of PC paste. In the heat flow peak, the peak

value for CC paste and PC paste is 2.69 and 2.58 mW/

g. The peak of heat flow of CC paste is 4.3% higher

than that of PC paste. This result shows the presence of

MWCNT enhances the hydration reaction compared

to the CC paste.

The accumulated hydration heat is showed in

Fig. 5b. At a given time, the accumulated heat of

hydration of the CC paste was higher than that of the

PC paste. At approximately 8.6 h of hydration, the

slopes of the two lines are similar. The heat of PC and

CC paste is 43.55 and 47.73 J/g at this time. The

accumulated hydration heat of CC paste is 9.6%

higher than that of PC paste. This result also indicates
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that the presence of MWCNT enhances the cement

hydration reaction.

3.4 Discussion

As mentioned, there are two processes of the forma-

tion of C–S–H: the nucleation process and the

nucleation growth process. At the beginning of cement

hydration, the ions in the pore solution of cement paste

are adsorbed to form ion clusters on the matrix surface.

These ionic clusters are unstable and may redissolve

into solution before reaching a critical cluster [40].

These stable clusters then form nuclei, which gradu-

ally enter the growth process [13]. When MWCNT,

cement, and water were mixed, the solution quickly

contains multiple ions. The surfaces of MWCNT are

soon charged [20, 28]. The counter-ions are absorbed

in MWCNT’ surfaces, leading to zeta potential

Fig. 4 Morphology of hydrates at cement surfaces in PC paste at 15 min (a, b), 1 h (e, f), 4 h (i, j), and 7 h (m, n) and in CC paste at

15 min (c, d), 1 h (g, h), 4 h (k, l) and 7 h (o, p)
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changed from negative to positive, as shown in Fig. 3.

The interaction of the MWCNT surface with Ca2? is

stronger than the interaction of QP and C–S–H with

Ca2?, resulting in a higher potential for MWCNT than

for QP and C–S–H at a given Ca2? concentration.

With a strong interaction with Ca2?, MWCNT can

significantly improve the migration of ions in cement

pore solutions [16], accelerating the formation of

‘stable nuclei’ and the growth of C–S–H. As a result, a

large quantity of C–S–H particles is generated on the

cement surface (Fig. 4). The hydration rate of cement

mainly depends on the number of C–S–H [30].

Therefore, the CC paste has a faster exothermic rate

and a larger exothermic amount of heat than the PC

cement paste, as shown in Fig. 5.

It is noted that the diameter of MWCNT is smaller

than the diameter of C–S–H, and the ion clusters on the

surface of MWCNT would not be stable and grow to a

mature nucleus. Therefore, it is doubtful whether

MWCNT has a ‘nucleation effect’ during the cement

hydration process. Previous studies [25] have shown

that limestone powder (LP) plays a ‘nucleation effect’

to promote cement hydration. To further investigate

the mechanism of MWCNT to promote cement

hydration, the morphology of hydrates on the LP

surface in cement paste was compared. An LP paste

was prepared. The water-cement ratio was 0.4, the LP

content was 30% and the cement content was 70%.

Figure 6 shows the morphology of hydrates on the

cement particles surfaces in PC paste and the cement

(CEM) and LP particles surface in LP paste after 4 h of

hydration. In the PC paste (Fig. 6a), there are only

some small granular C–S–H on the CEM particle’s

surface. In the LP paste, the morphology of C–S–H on

the surface of cement particles is similar to that of the

CC paste (Fig. 6b). The LP particles surface is covered

with a much more amount of C–S–H (Fig. 6c). C-S–H

preferentially nucleates on the LP surface with high

density and directional growth, thus facilitating the

cement hydration. However, in the cement paste with

MWCNT (Fig. 4), the MWCNT surface was not found

to have C–S–H and the cement particle surface was

covered with more C–S–H. The mechanism of

MWCNT promoting cement hydration may be differ-

ent from the ‘nucleation effect’ of LP. This indicates

that MWCNT may not be the nucleation site for C–S–

H. The acceleration of cement hydration caused by the

addition of MWCNT could attribute to the high

migration of ions derived by MWCNT in cement

paste, as illustrated in Fig. 7, rather than the ‘nucle-

ation effect’.

4 Conclusions

In this study, zeta potential measurement was per-

formed to characterize the surface charge properties of

MWCNT. The morphology of hydrates on cement

surface in cement paste with and without MWCNT

was observed using SEM. The exothermic evolution

of early cement paste was analyzed with isothermal

calorimetry. Then, the mechanism of the effect of

MWCNT on cement hydration was discussed. The

conclusions of this study are as follows:

(1) Compared with QP and C-S-H particles,

MWCNT has a more positive zeta potential in

Ca(OH)2 solutions, indicating that MWCNT’s

surface has a higher affinity for Ca2? ions.

Fig. 5 Rate of hydration heat (a) and total accumulated hydration heat (b) of CC and PC paste
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(2) MWCNT facilitates the nucleation and growth

of C-S-H. Compared to PC pastes, the C-S-H

size on the cement particle surface of CC pastes

is larger and more numerous.

(3) In the CC paste, the appearance of the hydration

peak was advanced by 7.2%, while the peak

hydration increased by 4.3%. The accumulated

hydration heat of CC paste is 9.6% higher than

that of PC paste during the first 8.6 h of

hydration.

(4) With a strong interaction with Ca2?, MWCNT

can significantly improve the migration of ions

in cement pore solutions, facilitating the forma-

tion of ‘stable nuclei’ and the growth of C-S-H

at the cement surface. The acceleration of

cement hydration caused by the addition of

MWCNT could attribute to the high migration

of ions driven by MWCNT rather than the

‘nucleation effect’. Since the diameter of

MWCNT is smaller than the diameter of C-S-

H, the ion clusters on the surface of MWCNT

would not stable and grow to a mature nucleus.
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